
CK & JC 
DJS, PRODUCERS & EVENT
ENTREPRENEURS 

HoldFunkyEvents@gmail.com 

07522620179 

ABIT ABOUT US !

Renowned for their signature blend of bass-heavy tech 
house, techno and UK bass, HoldFunky founders CK and 
JC have taken the House music scene by storm, leaving 
an indelible mark on both the UK and Ibiza nightlife 
scene.

With features on lineups at world-famous clubs including 
Eden and Es Paradis, festival appearances, international 
shows in Amsterdam as well as UK residencies, they are a 
combination to be watched.

TECHNICAL RIDER- 2-4 X PIONEER 2000 NXS OR ABOVE 
PIONEER DJM 900 MIXERS OR ABOVE 
SUITABLE ON STAGE PERFORMANCE DJ MONITORS



RESIDENCIES & GIGS 2023-2024 

ENTOURAGE PROJECT

STORIES IN THE PARK

HOUSE & GARAGE ORCHESTRA FESTIVAL

HOUSEBASS 

SOUNDJAM

EMPRAH EVENTS

HOLDFUNKY

LOLA LOS READING

PURPLE TURTLE READING 

WALKABOUT READING 

SPRING BREAK AMSTERDAM 

IBIZA PLAYABOUT 2023-2024



GIG FLYERS 



OUR STORY

Realising their combined potential, CK and JC decided to
join forces and create a DJ act that would blend their
unique styles as a tribute to the diverse elements they
incorporate into their sets. Their music blends the bass-
heavy vibes of UK bass culture, the groovy rhythms of
tech house, and the driving beats of techno.

As word spread about their explosive performances, CK
and JC began receiving bookings all over the UK. Their
electrifying stage presence and innovative mix of genres
attract a devoted following of house music enthusiasts.
Their energy is infectious, and every set they play
becomes an unforgettable experience for audiences.

With their success soaring in the UK, CK and JC set their
sights on the legendary club scene of Ibiza. In the
summer of 2024, they will embark on a journey to the
Mediterranean paradise, having made their mark on the
world's most famous nightclubs in the summer season of
2023.



Not content with just playing at established venues, CK
and JC have created their unique brand of house events.
The HoldFunky events incorporate more than just music;
they feature stunning dancers, mesmerising performers,
and fire breathers. The carefully curated lineups,
showcase the best emerging talent in the house music
scene. HoldFunky is a fusion of music, art and dance.
2024 has seen 2 events held at premier venues, with
another event planned at Plastik Ibiza on 19th May.

HoldFunky has become a catalyst for nurturing up-and-
coming talent and JC and CK pride themselves in
mentoring and supporting emerging DJs, giving them the
platform they need to shine, along with established big
names. Their dedication to the music and the scene has
earned them respect from fellow artists and a dedicated
fan base.

Odd though it may seem, the unlikely duo of a cool
middle-aged, seasoned pro, and a current and exciting
youngster have accomplished what many only dream of.
Together, they created an indelible mark on the UK tech
house scene and left their unique imprint on house music.



LINKS 

https://www.instagram.com/ck.soundz/
https://www.instagram.com/holdfunky/
https://www.instagram.com/jason_jc_dennis/
https://soundcloud.com/holdfunkyevents


PRESS SHOTS




